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"High Voltage Capacitors Market by Voltage level, Applications (Generation, Transmission, Distribution and Testing) & Geography (Canada, U.S., Mexico, Brazil, Norway, UK, Switzerland, Sweden, Germany, India, China) - Global Industry Trends & Forecast to 2020"

The global HV capacitor market has growth opportunities owing to increasing electric demand in developing economies such as India, Brazil, and China, which are expected to enhance their grid infrastructure to increase the electricity accessibility to the region's population. In addition, rapidly increasing demands from various application industries and regions are generating several exciting markets opportunities for HV capacitors.

The report has been segmented on the basis of application, Voltage Level, and region as follows:-

- On the basis of Voltage Level: The report considers different HV capacitors on the basis of voltage levels. As every capacitor has its marked voltage level depending upon the application. Thus report segments capacitors on the basis of prescribed voltage level depending upon the type of application.
- On the basis of application: Under this segmentation, the report considers applications as Generation, Transmission, Distribution and Testing.
- On the basis of region: The regions analyzed in the report include Canada, U.S., Mexico, Brazil, Norway, UK, Switzerland, Sweden, Germany, India, China.

Technological upgrade of the old grid infrastructure, new smart grid installations and integration of the network are the major drivers behind the growth of HV capacitor in developed regions such as countries in North America and Europe among others.

Maxwell (U.S.), Trench (Germany), W.S. Test Systems (India), X D Power Capacitors (China), and Crompton Greaves (Mumbai) are the leading companies of the high voltage capacitor market.

The report caters to HV capacitor manufacturers, dealers, and suppliers, material providers, consulting companies in the energy and power sector, government and research organizations, government utility providers, private utility providers, private customers, network operators, smart grid players, venture capital firms, and investment banks. HV capacitor has witnessed growth in developing economies such as Asia-Pacific and South America which are improving and enhancing their grid infrastructure to increase their electrification rate. These drivers are expected to push the HV capacitors market size from USD 133.86 Million in 2014 to USD 218.84 Million by 2020 with a CAGR of 7.8% from 2015 to 2020. The report also provides insights about the major players of the market.
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